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Fast Flirting Texts !
1. "I want you" !

This one is simple, straightforward, and brutally 
effective. Follow it up with... nothing. Let her simmer in 
her own fantasy until you meet up with her again. !
2. You have 20 seconds to make me hot... Go. !

Every so often, it’s a good idea to throw a command at 
her like this. Just don’t play this card too often. She’ll 
start thinking you’re just after sex. Just be responsive 
to what she sends you. !
3. I'm cold...know anything that can warm me 

up? 

!!!
4. Stop thinking about me! (I can’t get any work 

done...) !
You can leave off the last part in parenthesis if you like.  
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5. Do you believe in love at first sight or do we 
need to meet up tonight?  !

6. You + Me= !  !
Use those emoticons when you can - but creatively. 
Think of combinations, too. 
 
Remember that women LOVE to read into things, so 
leaving her a little uncertain of your meaning will work 
to your benefit. !

7. I have a situation!… Can’t stop thinking 
about you. !

A lot of “PUAs” (pickup artists) and seduction gurus 
want you to think that you need to constantly be 
flipping the tables on women and appearing hard-to-
get.  
The truth is that if you do that TOO much, you’ll scare 
her off. She’ll think she can’t connect to you. !
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Connection is the most important part for her! !
Right after that is the need to be worshipped and 
adored as a woman. So this text fulfills a HUGE 
fantasy of hers - that a man is thinking about her and 
obsessed with her.  !
8. If you were here right now, what would you 

do to me? !
And the best reply to whatever she says is: 
“Mmmmmm.....” Leave her wondering. !
9. Just got out of the shower. You should be 

here to dry me off... !!
10. Been thinking about you...and it hasn't all 

been PG. !
11. I know you're going to the gym, but save a 

little energy for me... !  !!
12. Caught a glimpse of your ass when you left 

this morning... !
This one is good because you’re not saying what you 
thought of her ass. If she asks, make her wait a little, 
then give her a little compliment. “Yum...” !
13. I'll show you mine if you show me yours... !
14. Been thinking about you all day. It hasn't 

been innocent... !
15. I'm wearing those jeans you love... with 

nothing else... !
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16. Had a very naughty dream about you last 
night... !

Again, you’re creating a burning curiosity in her. She 
will do anything to know what it was about, etc. 
17. I know you're busy, but you should add one 

thing to your to-do list - Me. 

!!
Text message flirting with women - 
the right and wrong ways to do it. 

!
Any guy can use the power of her thumbs to seduce a 
woman and make her think about him and crave him 
more.  !
To text message flirt effectively, every guy must know 
the right way and the wrong way to do it. Text 
messaging is VERY different than almost any other 
form of communication.  !
It can be more powerful than a phone conversation and 
an email exchange combined - if you use it right. THE 
RIGHT WAY 
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SHOWING CONFIDENCE - Every woman loves to see 
confidence in a man that she is dating or curious 
about. Here’s a text that you can send her right after 
you meet her - and you’ll get her thinking about the 
next date: !
“Stop drooling. You’ll see me again soon ! ” !
This works effectively because it assumes that she is 
attracted to you and she is thinking about you. It shows 
a ton of confidence it will get her attracted even more! !!
 
THE VULNERABLE TEXT - This type of text message 
will show a little bit of your vulnerable side. This is 
good, because women love to see some vulnerability 
in men - and they NEED to see it in you to feel safe 
around you. This can be used right after a date, but 
should be adapted to your specific situation. !
“Wow - that was a great time... My favorite part was 
when you touched the small of my back after we 
left. It sent a little chill up my spine. I wonder what 
will happen next...” 
 !
THE TEASE - There is no better way to find out what 
she’s thinking than teasing the information out of her. 
This one is super simple - and very effective: !
“If you were here right now . . .  :-)” !
Don’t say anything else. Let her mind run wild on what 
would happen if you were there. If she responds with 
something dirty then you can respond back with 
something like: 
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!
“Hey... I thought we were just friends...  ! ” !
Remember that you want to use the power of “push-
pull” to dial up the sexual tension between you and her. 
When she pulls in, you push her away - playfully. When 
she pushes away, you draw her back in. !!
Some other teasing texts: !
“You’re thinking something naughty, aren’t you...” !
“That’s so naughty...” !
“You want me to WHAT...? ! ” !
“Hey, I’m not like those other guys...” !
“What’s your favorite position?”  And before she 
can reply, you say: “No, silly, I meant YOGA... ! ” !!!
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WHO ARE YOU - This kind of text should be simple 
questions that she can answer in a sentence or two. 
You do not want them to be too personal and you want 
them to be something that she can easily answer.  !
Here are a few examples: 
“If you could be anywhere in the world right now - 
where would you be?” !
“What’s the single most badass thing you’ve done in 
the last 10 minutes?” !
“If you found out a guy had done hard core prison time 
how would you feel about him?” (OK, that’s kind of a 
tease.) !
Just keep it light and fun and see where it goes! !!
The Anticipator - These types of text messages can 
be used before a date to build up anticipation and 
desire. This is practically mandatory.  !
If used effectively, this type of text message flirting will 
have her all over you by the time she sees you.  !
Here are a few examples of these types of texts: !
You: “When I see you tonight I’m going to . . .” 
Her: “What?”  
You: “Oh, you’ll find out . . . =-)”  !
“You can’t even imagine how it’s going to feel when I . . 
.” !!!
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Make sure not to give her all of the information or she 
will have nothing to anticipate. Leave her hanging on 
the edge so that she begs for more. !
 
BAD TEXTING 
The “Huh?” Text- This type of message has no 
substance to it and doesn’t tell her what you want from 
her.  !
Here are a few examples: 

• “Hey” 
• “What’s up?” 
• “What’s going on?” !

Your goal is to drive up her attraction for you through 
text, so make this text accomplish something. Make 
your text part of a conversation and part of a story. Stir 
up emotions, make it exciting for her to read. At the 
very least, you must get her fantasizing and thinking 
about you - curious.  !!
The Story of My Life -  Don’t send messages that are 
long paragraphs. This looks Try-Hard. Keep your 
messages short. Cut them down to only a sentence or 
two so that you don’t end up with a huge message for 
her to read. Keep your texts as mysterious as possible 
so that she’ll want more. (This is the number one rule 
of texting!) If you tell her everything all at once, then 
she’s got no reason to want to see you or talk to you 
again right away. !
 
Nude Pictures (AKA “Sexting) - Taking naked pics of 
yourself and sending them to her can really inspire her 
if she’s already pursuing you. But you don’t want 
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your dick ending up on some freaky site on the 
internet.  !
If you feel like you really want to send some sort of 
sexy naked picture to a girl then be sure to leave your 
face out of it. Or any other kind of identifying 
information. I can’t tell you how many times I’ve seen 
this go wrong. !
The best way you could do this would be to send her a 
picture of a very particular part of your skin that she 
can’t figure out. Send that to her with a challenge to 
figure out where it is on your body. !
Again, this is something you need to wait to do for 
MUCH later. !
The Needy Text- Never, NEVER, NEVER send a girl a 
text that makes her think you’re clingy or needy. That’s 
a huge turn off that will make her pull away from you 
fast.  !
Here are a few examples of needy texts: 

“Where are you?” 
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•“Why didn’t you call me?” or “Why didn’t 
you reply to me...?” 

•“What are you doing right now?” 

•“Are you on a date with someone?” 

•“Who are you out with?” 

•“Do you like him more than me?” 

!
If you want to test a message that you’re getting ready 
to send, then send it to a female friend and ask her 
how she would feel if a guy sent her a text like that and 
see what she thinks.  !!
That will give you the most accurate reading on 
whether it’s a good one or a text that will freak her out, 
make her run for the hills, or anything else that would 
create an adverse reaction. If it does, delete it.  !
And don’t send anything to the girl you were going to 
send it to. !
You probably sense and know when you’re in a 
“needy” kind of mood. This is just the worst time to do 
or say anything to a woman. You don’t want to make 
too many withdrawals from the emotional trust account. !!!
THE RULES OF TEXTING: !
1.Be Creative !
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Chances are, she’s seen a ton of texts from other guys. 
Even guys she wasn’t dating. !
So the more you can stick out in her mind, the better it 
will be for you. !

- Make her laugh 

- Make an observation 

- Make her think 

!

2.Ask Open ended questions !
The big mistake a lot of guys make is to text yes/no 
questions like: !
“Was the party fun last night?” !
or !
 
“Are you thinking about me...?” (that one is a bit on 
the needy side, by the way.) 
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Ask questions that inspire her to tell you details. But 
not too much, after all, texting can feel like a chore 
when she’s got to explain everything that happened on 
her vacation. !!
3. Never drunk text !
This one goes without saying. Alcohol makes you text 
some really dumb stuff. Just turn off your phone. You’ll 
thank me in the morning. !!
4. Let HER have the last text !
 
This way you’re never left wondering why she isn’t 
responding. It’s just common sense that if you’re prone 
to bouts of obsessive wondering, don’t put yourself in 
that position. !
And it has the wondrous effect of making her think 
about you and why you aren’t responding. The shoe’s 
on the other foot now, chick... !!!
5.Never tell too much !
Always leave the messages very vague and nebulous 
when it’s the playful stuff. If it’s logistics on where and 
when you’re doing something, then you should be very 
up front and specific. !
 
Don’t explain everything. The more you leave up to her 
imagination, the better. !
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6.The Least Effort WINS !
That’s right. I know you’re tempted to scream out all 
kinds of shocked and offended things at me, but here’s 
the brutal truth: The person who loves the least has 
all the power in a relationship. !
And, NO - we are not trying to make this a power game 
here. !

But if it comes down to you putting in a ton of effort, her 
putting in very little... and then having her disappear - 
and you don’t get laid...  
 
OR - you keep the right amount of aloofness to stop 
her from pulling that usual chick-crap that makes you  !
A) pissed  

B) frustrated 

C) depressed 

!
How would you rather have it? 
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Yup, thought so.  !!
The fact is that “try-hards” always turn us off. Women 
who try too hard with you are a turn off, am I right?  !
So don’t do that to her.  !
Let the desire naturally come to a fever pitch instead of 
blowing the flame out before it has a chance. !
7.Watch Your Grammar & Spelling 
If you don’t know how to spell it, don’t send it. !
8. Stop before it loses its fun !
Part of the “Leave them wanting more” rule. Plus, the 
longer you text, the more chances she has to either get 
bored, or leave you hanging. !!
9. NO serious conversations in texts. EVER. !
This is just asking for a breakup.  !
There’s no tone (see #10) and the amount of 
interpretation and subtext you will read into nothing will 
cause you a ton of grief. !
(Oh, and don’t ever break up with a girl in a text. That’s 
one of the most careless and heartless ways to handle 
another person’s heart.) 
 
 
 
 
 !
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10. Text = No tone. !
Remember that there is no body language, no tone, 
and no way for her to interpret anything other than the 
LITERAL words you send her.  !
Remember that she’s a woman, and you have to give 
her something to understand your meaning, or she will 
start making up all kinds of crazy, insecure meanings of 
her own.  !
You do want her to be curious, but you have to 
remember that her curiosity can be a double-edged 
sword.  !!
HIGH POWER TEXT RESPONSES !
These are some really potent texts that will really keep 
her on his toes.  !
1. “Who is this?” !
This one is really powerful. When she texts you 
something, and you send this back, she will panic just 
a little.  !
It’s evil, but this will put her back in a frame of “winning 
you back” right away. She’ll be back to square one and 
has to remind you about her “specialness.” !
Only use this if you think she’s feeling a little bit 
“smothered.” It will pull her out of her funk and get her 
back on the chase. !
You can soften the blow by saying, “oh, it didn’t show 
up as you” or something like that.  !!
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2. “Sorry, no signal. Call you tomorrow” !
This one will put her in the hurt locker for a little while. 
It’s great for those moments when you want to give her 
the gift of missing you. And, who knows... maybe you 
just need a little break? !
You can always call her that night and reconnect. !!
3.  “Good to hear from you” !
This one is really good for a girl that you’ve been a little 
out of touch with, or took too long to respond. It implies 
that you haven’t been waiting on her reply. It also 
implies that she was far back in your mind - and time 
has passed for you.  !
It also inspires her to text you back more to stay on the 
top of your mind. 
 
 
4. “Thanks Sexy...  XOX” !
 
The key with this one is to use it all the time with her. 
Like it’s your standard closing. And who else might you 
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be using this with? Hmm.... !!
5.“Can’t wait...!”  !
This one is truly a little bit evil... but it works. !
Send it out of the blue. She’ll send back: “can’t wait for 
what...?” !
You can either send: 

- Nothing. Leave her hanging. 

- “Sorry, that was for someone else...” (I told you 
it was a little evil, right?) 

- “You know...” 

!
6.You text, she calls you. !
When she does this, don’t answer. It’s frustrating as 
hell for guys when women do this to us, which means 
you need to do it to HER every so often. !
Remember, frustrating doesn’t ever make a woman 
give up. (This is a big mistake guys make.) Used 
playfully and not overdone, frustration will make her 
camp out on your doorstep to see you one more time. 
 !
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18 SHORT Sexy Text Messages: !
1. You look hot today 

2. I want to touch you 

3. Wanna come play? 

4. Thinking bout you right now 

5. What are you wearing? 

6. Can’t wait to see you 

7. Thx for last night 

8. Guess what I’m wearing 

9. Oh, you sooo sexy girl 

10.  Stop thinking about me! 

11.  So I think you talked to me first, and you texted 
me first - does that mean you’re stalking me? 

12.  At work having very NSFW thoughts about 
you…  
(NSFW = “not safe for work.” If she asks what it 
means, tease her about not knowing.) 

13.  Just got out of the shower. Too bad you can’t 
come over and help me get dirty again 

14.  In 30 minutes I’ll be getting off... Think about me 
while I’m doing it... 

15.  :-*(  gimme more than just a kiss on the cheek 

16.  I want you to ______ my ______ 
(Yes, use those lines to make little blanks for 
her) 

17.  Every time I think of you I feel naked 

18.  I think we should just be friends with sexual 
tension 

!
 
 !
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SECRET TRICK: !
I know this text flirting idea sounds a little wild, but give 
it a try... !
Send her a blank text, and then see what happens. 
(You might have to just hit the space bar once or twice) !
She will usually text back and say "I got a blank text 
from you. What's up?"  !
This is your opportunity to respond with: 
"Really?! My phone must have been hitting on you :)"  !!

______________________ !
These texting tricks should do wonders to get her 
fantasizing and thinking about you.  
 !
The key is to remember how motivated women are by 
doubt and uncertainty. This is one of those areas that 
men need to leverage to keep her chasing you.  !!
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Remember - it’s all about what she doesn’t know that 
piques her curiosity for you.  !
And THAT is the goal! !!
- Carlos Xuma  !
http://www.AttractWomen.com 
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